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Executive Summary 

In the age of digital transformation, consumers expect to shop and bank 

from almost anywhere via multiple digital devices. While the shift to digital 

enhances customer experience, it also opens up vulnerabilities for 

fraudsters to exploit. It is difficult for companies to know who exactly is 

behind a digital device. Traditional identity verification tools, such as 

knowledge-based authentication (KBA) questions, have been 

compromised by data breaches.1 Companies must find ways to effectively 

separate legitimate customers from fraudsters, all while maintaining 

excellent customer service and a frictionless customer experience. 

Neustar provides a fraud and authentication solution that helps users to 

more easily and more accurately verify their customers’ identities. Neustar 

commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct a Total Economic Impact™ 

(TEI) study and examine the potential return on investment (ROI) 

enterprises may realize by deploying Neustar’s Fraud and Authentication 

Solution, including digital customer identity and inbound caller 

authentication. The purpose of this study is to provide readers with a 

framework to evaluate the potential financial impact of the Neustar Fraud 

and Authentication Solution on their organizations.  

To better understand the benefits, costs, and risks associated with this 

investment, Forrester interviewed several customers with years of 

experience using Neustar’s Fraud and Authentication Solution. With the 

shift to digital, the interviewed companies did not have an effective way to 

match their customers to their digital devices. Fraudsters could take 

advantage of this to commit fraudulent transactions, and the companies 

wanted a more effective way to separate legitimate customers from 

fraudsters. 

Prior to using Neustar’s Fraud and Authentication Solution, the interviewed 

companies relied on ineffective homegrown solutions to protect against 

digital and phone fraud. This left them vulnerable, and fraud levels were 

higher than optimal. It was difficult to match a device such as a laptop, 

mobile phone, or tablet to a specific customer. Customer service agents 

began each incoming call with questions to verify customer identity, which 

was a time-consuming process that customers found frustrating. 

Fraudsters attempted to use social engineering to coax confidential 

information out of customer service agents, potentially leading to account 

takeovers or other types of fraud. 

Key Findings 

Quantified benefits. The following risk-adjusted present value (PV) 

quantified benefits are representative of those experienced by the 

companies interviewed and applied to a composite organization: 

› Reduced digital identity fraud losses by 20%, $3.0 million benefit. 

The Neustar Digital Identity Risk tool allowed the companies to separate 

legitimate customers from potential fraudsters. Neustar taps into its 

proprietary information on phone number reputations, user identities, 

device identities, device behaviors, and IP addresses to match online 

users with their devices and assess risk. The companies were able to 

reduce digital identity fraud losses by 20%, which would save the 

composite organization $3.0 million over three years. 

Key Benefits 

 
 
Reduce digital identity fraud 
losses: 

20% 

 
 
Save time on inbound customer 
calls: 

1 minute per call 

 
 
Improve customer service agent 
productivity: 

$3.1 million 
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› Reduced phone fraud, $2.1 million benefit. The Neustar Inbound 

Authentication product helped verify the identities of incoming callers. 

Those designated as a higher risk went through additional identification 

and security procedures. The companies reduced overall phone fraud 

losses by identifying higher-risk callers through evaluating phone 

number reputations and voice-over-IP telephony signaling attributes. 

› Enabled new digital products, $0.6 million benefit. With Neustar, the 

companies could verify the identities of digital customers more easily 

and with more confidence. This gave rise to new digital product offerings 

such as instant online credit and loan approval.  

› Improved customer service agent productivity, $3.0 million benefit. 

Customer service agents spent less time verifying inbound callers’ 

identities with Neustar Inbound Authentication. The customer service 

centers’ average handle time for inbound calls reduced by 1 minute.  

› Reduced false positives, $0.3 million benefit. With more accurate 

inbound caller identification, fewer legitimate customers were flagged as 

risky. The customer service agents saved time on unnecessary 

authentication of legitimate customers.  

Unquantified benefits. The interviewed organizations experienced the 

following benefits, which are not quantified for this study:  

› Improved customer experience and raised Net Promoter Score 

(NPS) by 15%. With Neustar, the companies automatically verified more 

inbound callers, which eliminated time spent on identity verification. 

They served customers more quickly, increasing customer satisfaction 

and NPS. 

› Reduced customer friction. With Neustar, the companies could adjust 

the level of customer friction to provide the right balance between fraud 

protection and customer experience. They gained more confidence in 

their abilities to separate legitimate customers from fraudsters, which 

allowed them to reduce friction for legitimate customers. 

Costs. The interviewed organizations experienced the following risk-

adjusted PV costs: 

› Neustar fraud and authentication cost, $2.7 million. The companies 

spent an average of $1 million annually for the Neustar Fraud and 

Authentication Solution. 

› Internal team to support Neustar, $1.0 million. The installation effort 

took eight weeks, and an internal team of two FTEs supports the 

Neustar platform. 

Forrester’s interviews with seven existing customers and subsequent 

financial analysis found that an organization based on these interviewed 

organizations would experience benefits of $8,970,076 over three years 

versus costs of $3,719,217, adding up to a net present value (NPV) of 

$5,250,859 and an ROI of 141%.  

 

ROI 
141% 

Benefits PV 
$9.0 million 

NPV 
$5.3 million 

Payback 
<3 months 
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Total 
benefits 

PV, $9.0M

Total 
costs PV, 

$3.7M

Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Financial Summary

Payback 
period:

<3 months

$3.0M

$2.1M

$577.9K

$3.0M

$257.3K

Reduce
digital
identity
fraud

Reduce
phone fraud

Enable new
digital

products

Improve
customer
service
agent

productivity

Reduce
false

positives

Benefits (Three-Year)
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TEI Framework And Methodology 

From the information provided in the interviews, Forrester has constructed 

a Total Economic Impact™ (TEI) framework for those organizations 

considering implementing the Neustar Fraud and Authentication Solution.  

The objective of the framework is to identify the cost, benefit, flexibility, and 

risk factors that affect the investment decision. Forrester took a multistep 

approach to evaluate the impact that the Neustar Fraud and Authentication 

Solution can have on an organization: 

DUE DILIGENCE 
Interviewed Neustar stakeholders and Forrester analysts to gather data 
relative to Fraud and Authentication Solution. 

CUSTOMER INTERVIEWS 
Interviewed seven organizations using Fraud and Authentication Solution 
to obtain data with respect to costs, benefits, and risks. 

COMPOSITE ORGANIZATION  
Designed a composite organization based on characteristics of the 
interviewed organizations. 

FINANCIAL MODEL FRAMEWORK 
Constructed a financial model representative of the interviews using the 
TEI methodology and risk-adjusted the financial model based on issues 
and concerns of the interviewed organizations. 

CASE STUDY 
Employed four fundamental elements of TEI in modeling Neustar Fraud 
and Authentication Solution’s impact: benefits, costs, flexibility, and risks. 
Given the increasing sophistication that enterprises have regarding ROI 
analyses related to IT investments, Forrester’s TEI methodology serves to 
provide a complete picture of the total economic impact of purchase 
decisions. Please see Appendix A for additional information on the TEI 
methodology. 

 
 

The TEI methodology 

helps companies 

demonstrate, justify, 

and realize the 

tangible value of IT 

initiatives to both 

senior management 

and other key 

business 

stakeholders. 

DISCLOSURES 

Readers should be aware of the following: 

This study is commissioned by Neustar and delivered by Forrester Consulting. 

It is not meant to be used as a competitive analysis. 

Forrester makes no assumptions as to the potential ROI that other 

organizations will receive. Forrester strongly advises that readers use their own 

estimates within the framework provided in the report to determine the 

appropriateness of an investment in Neustar Fraud and Authentication Solution. 

Neustar reviewed and provided feedback to Forrester, but Forrester maintains 

editorial control over the study and its findings and does not accept changes to 

the study that contradict Forrester’s findings or obscure the meaning of the 

study. 

Neustar provided the customer names for the interviews but did not participate 

in the interviews. 
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The Neustar Fraud And Authentication 

Solution Customer Journey 

BEFORE AND AFTER THE NEUSTAR FRAUD AND AUTHENTICATION 

SOLUTION INVESTMENT 

Interviewed Organizations 

For this study, Forrester conducted seven interviews with Neustar Fraud 

and Authentication Solution customers. Interviewed customers include 

the following: 

› A global financial services company with $44 billion in annual revenue 

and 59,000 employees. 

› A US software company with $4.1 billion in annual revenue and 17,000 

employees. 

› A US telecom services company with $1 billion in annual revenue and 

500 employees. 

› A US software company with $550 million in annual revenue and 1,800 

employees 

› A US financial services company with $350 million in annual revenue 

and 1,500 employees managing over $7 billion of transaction volume. 

› A US financial services company with $200 million in annual revenue, 

$6 billion assets under management, and 800 employees. 

› A US financial services company with more than $1 million in revenue.  

Key Challenges 

Prior to investing in the Neustar Fraud and Authentication solution, the 

interviewed companies had the following challenges: 

› The companies had limited protection against digital identity 

fraud. The companies relied on inefficient, homegrown solutions to 

protect against digital identity fraud. It was difficult to match a device 

such as a laptop, mobile phone, or tablet to a specific customer.  

› Customer service agents relied on time-consuming KBA to 

validate inbound callers. The customer service agents began each 

incoming call by asking questions to verify the caller’s identity. This 

was time-consuming for both the customer and the agent. Customers 

often grew frustrated by the questioning, which resulted in lower 

customer experience. 

› The companies experienced phone fraud losses. Fraudsters used 

social engineering and other strategies to gather information on 

customers, including answers to KBA questions. The fraudsters then 

called into the customer service centers and impersonated customers 

to gain access to their accounts. The customer service agents could 

not easily identify potential fraudulent callers.  

 

“Before Neustar, we weren’t 

using any solution to verify a 

phone number.” 

VP risk management, financial 

services 
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Key Results 

The interviews revealed that key results from the Neustar Fraud and 

Authentication Solution investment included:  

› Neustar reduced digital identity fraud. Neustar Digital Identity Risk 

helped the composite match user digital devices with customer 

identities and assess the risk of customer transactions. For 

transactions flagged as high risk, the company implemented additional 

identity verification procedures and saw a decrease in overall digital 

identity fraud rates.  

› Neustar reduced phone fraud. With better inbound authentication 

procedures in place, the company has a lower rate of phone fraud. 

› Neustar enabled new digital products. Now that the company can 

more easily verify digital identities, they can offer new digital products. 

For example, the company can now offer easy online approval for 

loans and credit cards with confidence that recipients are legitimate 

customers. 

› Call center agents spent less time verifying customer identities. 

Neustar’s Inbound Authentication automatically validates most 

customer identities, so customer service agents saved time by 

eliminating most verification questions. Now the agents only dive into 

additional verification for customers who are flagged as risky. 

› Fewer legitimate transactions were flagged as fraudulent. Neustar 

risk scoring helped eliminate false positives, which are legitimate 

transactions flagged as fraudulent. This resulted in a better experience 

for legitimate customers and saved time that would have been spent 

on identity verification.  

  

 

“Neustar was able to separate 

out those who were true 

identity fraudsters from those 

who were just very high credit 

risks.”  

VP credit risk, financial services 

 

“[With Neustar,] our focus has 

really been on being able to 

identify those suspicious calls. 

If a caller scores higher as far 

as not being suspicious, we’re 

going to ask fewer questions. 

If somebody comes in and 

they are really suspicious, 

they’re going to get a lot of 

friction. They are going to talk 

to an agent.”  

Fraud risk manager, financial 

services 
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Composite Organization 

Based on the interviews, Forrester constructed a TEI framework, a 

composite company, and an associated ROI analysis that illustrates the 

areas financially affected. The composite organization is representative 

of the seven companies that Forrester interviewed and is used to present 

the aggregate financial analysis in the next section. The composite 

organization that Forrester synthesized from the customer interviews 

has the following characteristics:  

Description of composite. The composite organization is a global 

financial services company with $5 billion in annual revenue and 5,000 

employees. The organization offers its products online and at its brick-

and-mortar locations. Digital offerings account for 30% of its total 

revenue. The organization employs 500 inbound customer service 

representatives to answer customer questions and inquiries. 

Deployment characteristics. The organization uses Neustar’s Digital 

Identity Risk and Neustar’s Inbound Authentication products for 

customer identity verification and fraud protection. The organization 

uses Digital Identity Risk to identify each consumer who initiates online 

transactions. Neustar authenticates the consumer behind the device to 

separate legitimate consumers from fraudsters. The organization uses 

Neustar’s Inbound Authentication to authenticate those calling into its 

customer service centers. The organization receives 900,000 inbound 

customer calls per month (10.8 million per year). The organization’s 

interactive voice response (IVR) system handles 50% of customer 

inquiries, while the company’s 500 customer service agents answer 

450,000 inbound calls per month (5.4 million per year). 

 

 
Key assumptions  

$5 billion revenue, 30% 

digitally driven 

 

500 customer service 

agents 

 

450,000 inbound calls to 

customer service agents 

per month 
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The table above shows the total of all 
benefits across the areas listed below, 
as well as present values (PVs) 
discounted at 10%. Over three years, 
the composite organization expects 
risk-adjusted total benefits to be a PV 
of more than $9.0 million. 

Impact risk is the risk that the business 
or technology needs of the organization 
may not be met by the investment, 
resulting in lower overall total benefits. 
The greater the uncertainty, the wider 
the potential range of outcomes for 
benefit estimates. 

Analysis Of Benefits 

QUANTIFIED BENEFIT DATA AS APPLIED TO THE COMPOSITE 

 

Reduce Digital Identity Fraud 

In the age of digital transformation, companies increasingly rely on digital 

channels to sell, market, and service customers. But potential fraudsters 

can hide behind the anonymity of the web. It is difficult to tell who is 

behind a computer, tablet, or mobile phone.  

› The composite organization wanted a better way to determine that 

digital customers were who they claimed to be. Neustar Digital Identity 

Risk uses data about people and phone numbers to match a person’s 

identity to their digital devices. 

› Before using Neustar, the organization had no way to verify if the 

digital device belonged to the customer. It was difficult to determine if 

an online user was a legitimate customer or a fraudster. The 

organization experienced unacceptable levels of digital identity fraud. 

› With Neustar, the organization now has a way to easily verify customer 

identities. Neustar taps into its proprietary data sources to analyze 

device identities, device behaviors, and IP address behaviors to flag a 

digital user as legitimate or potentially suspicious. Legitimate 

customers can proceed with digital transactions in a seamless and 

frictionless way, while risky users are flagged for further review. 

› After deploying Neustar Digital Identity Risk, the organization reduced 

digital identity fraud by 20%. The reduction in risk is measured by 

comparing the average digital fraud rate before using Neustar versus 

the digital identity fraud rate after deploying Neustar Digital Identity 

Risk. 

The reduction in digital identity fraud will vary with: 

› The volume of digital revenue. 

› Industry-specific fraud rates.  

 

Total Benefits 

Ref. Benefit Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total 
Present 
Value 

Atr Reduce digital identity fraud $1,200,000  $1,200,000  $1,200,000  $3,600,000  $2,984,222  

Btr Reduce phone fraud $864,000  $864,000  $864,000  $2,592,000  $2,148,640  

Ctr Enable new digital products $120,000  $240,000  $360,000  $720,000  $577,911  

Dtr 
Improve customer service agent 
productivity 

$822,150  $1,233,225  $1,644,300  $3,699,675  $3,001,990  

Etr Reduce false positives $70,470  $105,705  $140,940  $317,115  $257,313  

 Total benefits (risk-adjusted) $3,076,620  $3,642,930  $4,209,240  $10,928,790  $8,970,076  
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To account for these risks, Forrester adjusted this benefit downward by 

20%, yielding a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of $2,984,222.  

 

Reduce Phone Fraud 

Fraudsters target customer service centers because they have 

historically had fewer checks and balances in place to protect sensitive 

data. Spoofing tools allow fraudsters to make it look like they are calling 

from a legitimate customer’s phone number. Fraudsters can exploit 

overly helpful customer service agents to divulge customer information 

such as PINs, birthdates, and postal codes. The fraudsters can then use 

this information to take over accounts or to use for other fraudulent 

activities. 

Neustar Inbound Authentication helps identify potential fraudsters, tag 

them as risky, and then put them through additional verification 

procedures. The fraudsters are stymied and are not able to commit 

fraud. 

For the composite organization, Forrester assumes that:  

› The organization receives 900,000 inbound customer inquiries per 

month (10.8 million per year).  

› One percent of all inbound calls are potentially fraudulent and 10% are 

deflected, which prevents fraud. 

› The average phone fraud loss is $100 per incident.  

The reduction in phone fraud will vary with:  

› The volume of inbound calls.  

› The average phone fraud loss. 

To account for these risks, Forrester adjusted this benefit downward by 

20%, yielding a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of $2,148,640.  

Reduce Digital Identity Fraud: Calculation Table 

Ref. Metric Calculation Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

A1 Annual revenue   $5,000,000,000  $5,000,000,000  $5,000,000,000  

A2 Digitally driven annual revenue (%)   30% 30% 30% 

A3 Digitally driven annual revenue A1*A2 $1,500,000,000  $1,500,000,000  $1,500,000,000  

A4 Digital fraud rate before Neustar   0.50% 0.50% 0.50% 

A5 Reduction in digital fraud rate with Neustar   20% 20% 20% 

A6 Digital fraud rate after Neustar A4*(1-A5) 0.40% 0.40% 0.40% 

At Reduce digital identity fraud A3*(A6-A4) $1,500,000  $1,500,000  $1,500,000  

  Risk adjustment ↓20%       

Atr Reduce digital identity fraud (risk-adjusted)   $1,200,000  $1,200,000  $1,200,000  

 

“We had taken some large 

losses due to spoofing, and 

we needed something to give 

us the heads up if the person 

on the other end of the call 

wasn’t who they said they 

were. Neustar helped with that 

and with easing the number of 

questions we have to ask to 

be able to identify the 

number.”  

Fraud risk manager, financial 

services 
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Enable New Digital Products 

With Neustar’s Digital Identity Risk, the organization can now easily 

verify the identity of digital customers. It invests in new digital 

opportunities and offerings such as instant credit and loans.  

› Before Neustar, the organization could not easily verify digital customer 

identities. It put safeguards in place to protect against fraud, such as 

mailing a new credit card to a customer’s physical home address. 

While these procedures effectively prevented fraud, they increased 

customer friction and resulted in a delay between the time a customer 

was approved for credit and the time they could use the credit. 

› With Neustar, the organization can confirm digital identities and offer 

new, fully digital products such as immediate access to an online credit 

card or loan.  

› The new digital product offerings grow from 0.04% of digital revenue in 

Year 1 to 0.12% of digital revenue in Year 3. 

The increase in new digital product revenue is offset by increased costs. 

Forrester assumes a 25% incremental operating margin in line with the 

historical average of digital financial services companies to calculate the 

net benefit of the sales uptick. 

The enable new digital products benefit will vary with:  

› The focus on digital business growth. 

› The extent of existing digital offerings.  

To account for these risks, Forrester adjusted this benefit downward by 

20%, yielding a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of $577,911.  

Reduce Phone Fraud: Calculation Table 

Ref. Metric Calculation Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

B1 Monthly inbound calls   900,000 900,000 900,000 

B2 Callers with fraudulent intent   1% 1% 1% 

B3 Calls with fraudulent intent B1*B2 9,000 9,000 9,000 

B4 Calls deflected as fraudulent with Neustar   10% 10% 10% 

B5 Calls deflected as fraudulent B3*B4 900 900 900 

B6 Average fraud loss per case   $100  $100  $100  

Bt Reduce phone fraud B5*B6*12 months $1,080,000  $1,080,000  $1,080,000  

  Risk adjustment ↓20%       

Btr Reduce phone fraud (risk-adjusted)   $864,000  $864,000  $864,000  

 

“If you’re a prospect, we don’t 

know your phone number. So 

we must go to someone like 

Neustar to find out what your 

phone number is and how 

risky it is. And then that lets us 

give a customer loans in real 

time and show a card number 

right after they apply. It 

enables these new digital 

projects with instant 

gratification.”  

VP risk management, financial 

services 
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Improve Customer Service Agent Productivity 

Before Neustar, the organization’s customer service agents began each 

inbound customer call by asking KBA questions to verify the caller’s 

identity. These procedures required both the caller and the customer 

service agent to spend time on identity verification, rather than on the 

actual questions and issues. 

› With Neustar Inbound Authentication, callers’ identities are verified 

automatically. The customer service agents do not have to spend time 

authenticating callers but can instead begin more calls by immediately 

diving into the customers’ concerns. 

› Customer experience has improved now that agents spend less time 

on authentication and more time providing customer service. Customer 

satisfaction (as measured by NPS) is now higher.  

For the composite organization, Forrester assumes that:  

› Customers make 900,000 inbound calls per month (10.8 million per 

year) to the organization’s customer service centers. 

› The organization’s interactive voice response (IVR) contains 50% of 

inbound calls, and these callers never speak to a live agent. The 

customer service agents handle 50% of inbound calls (450,00 per 

month). 

› Neustar Inbound Authentication automates identity verification for 70% 

of inbound calls. The remaining 30% require additional verification by 

customer service agents. The organization sets these levels, and it can 

adjust them to balance frictionless customer service vs. fraud 

protection. 

› Customer service agents no longer ask KBA questions to verify 

customer identities for 70% of the inbound calls. This saves each 

customer service agent 1 minute per call on average. 

› The average fully loaded annual salary of a customer service agent is 

$60,000 (or $29 per hour). 

› The benefit ramps as the company learns how to leverage Neustar 

Inbound Authentication.  

The improved customer service agent productivity benefit will vary based 

Enable New Digital Products: Calculation Table 

Ref. Metric Calculation Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

C1 Digitally driven annual revenue A3 $1,500,000,000  $1,500,000,000  $1,500,000,000  

C2 
New digital initiative revenue (% of total 
revenue) 

  0.04% 0.08% 0.12% 

C3 New digital initiative revenue  C1*C2 $600,000  $1,200,000  $1,800,000  

C4 Digital operating margin   25% 25% 25% 

Ct Enable new digital products C3*C4 $150,000  $300,000  $450,000  

  Risk adjustment ↓20%       

Ctr Enable new digital products (risk-adjusted)   $120,000  $240,000  $360,000  

 

“Our inbound call centers are 

saturated. We needed to 

reduce the time of the calls, 

and typically the first 60 to 90 

seconds of every call was just 

the call center agent going 

through KBA questions. [With 

Neustar,] we reduced call time 

by at least 60 to 90 seconds 

by getting rid of that.”  

CISO, software 
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on:  

› The volume of inbound customer calls. 

› The number of inbound customer service agents and the amount of 

compensation. 

To account for these risks, Forrester adjusted this benefit downward by 

10%, yielding a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of $3,001,990.  

 

Reduce False Positives 

When a company flags legitimate customers as potential fraudsters, that 

is a false positive. These can result in lost sales, negative customer 

experience, and increased employee time spent verifying that the 

customers are legitimate. 

In a worst-case scenario, when a legitimate customer is flagged as 

fraudulent, they may not be able to transact, which results in lost sales. 

More typically, legitimate customers must spend extra time and effort to 

prove their identities and verify they are legitimate. 

False positives also mean the company’s in-house teams must use extra 

effort to prove the customers are legitimate and can conduct business. 

 For the composite organization, Forrester assumes that:  

Improve Customer Service Agent Productivity: Calculation Table 

Ref. Metric Calculation Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

D1 Monthly inbound calls B1 900,000 900,000 900,000 

D2 IVR containment   50% 50% 50% 

D3 
Monthly inbound calls managed by live phone 
agents 

D1*(1-D2) 450,000 450,000 450,000 

D4 
Neustar helps avoid agent time validating 
identity (% of calls) 

  70% 70% 70% 

D5 
Average customer service agent time savings 
(minutes per call) 

  1.00 1.00 1.00 

D6 Total monthly time savings (hours) 
D3*D4*D5 / (60 minutes 

per hour) 
5,250 5,250 5,250 

D7 
Customer service agent annual salary, fully 
loaded 

  $60,000  $60,000  $60,000  

D8 
Customer service agent annual salary, fully 
loaded (per hour, rounded) 

D7 / (2,080 hours per 
year) 

$29.00  $29.00  $29.00  

D9 Learning curve ramp   50% 75% 100% 

Dt Improve customer service agent productivity D6*D8*D9*12 months $913,500  $1,370,250  $1,827,000  

  Risk adjustment ↓10%       

Dtr 
Improve customer service agent productivity 
(risk-adjusted) 

  $822,150  $1,233,225  $1,644,300  

 

“We’re reducing the false 

positive rate. We’re targeting 

customer more accurately with 

Neustar than we had been 

prior to Neustar.”  

VP credit risk, financial services 
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› Customers make 900,000 inbound calls per month (10.8 million per 

year) to the organization’s customer service centers. 

› The organization’s IVR contains 50% of inbound calls, and these 

callers never speak to a live agent. The customer service agents 

handle 50% of inbound calls (450,00 per month). 

› Thirty percent of the live calls require additional verification by a 

customer service agent. The additional verification takes 2 minutes.  

› Neustar reduces the number of false positives by 10%. Fewer 

legitimate customer calls are subjected to unnecessary identify 

verification.  

› The average fully loaded annual salary of a customer service agent is 

$60,000 (or $29 per hour). 

› The benefit ramps as the company learns how to leverage Neustar 

Inbound Authentication.  

The reduce false positives benefit will vary with:  

› The volume of inbound customer calls. 

› The number of inbound customer service agents and the amount of 

compensation. 

To account for these risks, Forrester adjusted this benefit downward by 

10%, yielding a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of $257,313.  
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Reduce False Positives: Calculation Table 

Ref. Metric Calculation Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

E1 Monthly inbound calls B1 900,000 900,000 900,000 

E2 IVR containment D2 50% 50% 50% 

E3 
Monthly inbound calls managed by live phone 
agents 

E1*(1-E2) 450,000 450,000 450,000 

E4 
Calls requiring additional identity verification (% of 
calls) 

  30% 30% 30% 

E5 
Average customer service agent time spent 
(minutes per call) 

  2.00 2.00 2.00 

E6 
Calls no longer needing additional verification with 
Neustar 

  10% 10% 10% 

E7 Total monthly time savings (hours) 
E3*E4*E5*E6/ (60 minutes 

per hour) 
450 450 450 

E8 
Customer service agent annual salary, fully 
loaded 

  $60,000  $60,000  $60,000  

E9 
Customer service agent annual salary, fully 
loaded (per hour, rounded) 

E8 / (2,080 hours per year) $29.00  $29.00  $29.00  

E10 Learning curve ramp   50% 75% 100% 

Et Reduce false positives E7*E9*E10*12 months $78,300  $117,450  $156,600  

  Risk adjustment ↓10%       

Etr Reduce false positives (risk-adjusted)   $70,470  $105,705  $140,940  
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Flexibility, as defined by TEI, 
represents an investment in additional 
capacity or capability that could be 
turned into business benefit for a future 
additional investment. This provides an 
organization with the "right" or the 
ability to engage in future initiatives but 
not the obligation to do so. 

Unquantified Benefits  

The interviewed organizations experienced the following benefits that are 

not quantified for the study: 

› Improved customer experience. Customer service agents now 

spend less time verifying customers’ identities and more time helping 

customers and responding to inquiries. For the composite organization, 

customer satisfaction as measured by NPS improves from 15% to 

20%. 

› Reduced customer friction. With Neustar, the interviewed companies 

could adjust the level of customer friction to provide the right balance 

between fraud protection and customer experience. They had more 

confidence in their abilities to separate legitimate customers from 

fraudsters, which allowed them to reduce friction for legitimate 

customers. For example, when a new customer applied for credit in the 

past, the company would send the credit card to the home to protect 

against fraud. With Neustar, instant credit is an option. The simplified, 

faster credit approval process reduces customer friction and fewer 

legitimate customers are tagged as potentially fraudulent, so less time 

is spent verifying those customers. 

Flexibility  

The value of flexibility is clearly unique to each customer, and the 

measure of its value varies from organization to organization. There are 

multiple scenarios in which a customer might choose to implement 

Neustar Fraud and Authentication Solution and later realize additional 

uses and business opportunities, including:  

› More accurate customer information. With Neustar, the interviewed 

companies gained access to more accurate information about 

customers and their devices. This created a more accurate and holistic 

view of each customer, and the companies can use it to better 

understand and service customers going forward.  

› Better management of customer service resources. Neustar helped 

the interviewed organizations save customer service agents’ time. This 

increase in efficiency allowed the companies to add fewer customer 

service agents as they grew. It also let agents devote more time to 

complex and demanding customer questions and inquiries.  

Flexibility would also be quantified when evaluated as part of a specific 

project.  

“Our NPS scores have gone up 

15% to 20% since making the 

change to Neustar.”  

CISO, software 
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The table above shows the total of all 
costs across the areas listed below, as 
well as present values (PVs) 
discounted at 10%. Over three years, 
the composite organization expects 
risk-adjusted total costs to be a PV of 
more than $3.7 million. 

Implementation risk is the risk that a 
proposed investment may deviate from 
the original or expected requirements, 
resulting in higher costs than 
anticipated. The greater the 
uncertainty, the wider the potential 
range of outcomes for cost estimates.  

Analysis Of Costs 

QUANTIFIED COST DATA AS APPLIED TO THE COMPOSITE 

 

Neustar Fraud And Authentication Solution Cost 

› The composite organization uses both Neustar Digital Identity Risk and 

Neustar Inbound Authentication.  

› The Neustar Fraud and Authentication solutions cost $1,000,000 

annually.  

The Neustar Fraud and Authentication solutions cost will vary based on:  

› The company size and digital asset portfolio. 

› The volume of inbound customer calls.  

To account for these risks, Forrester adjusted this cost upward by 10%, 

yielding a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of $2,735,537.  

 

 

 
  

Total Costs 

Ref. Cost Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total 
Present 
Value 

Ftr 
Neustar Fraud and 
Authentication solution cost 

$0  $1,100,000  $1,100,000  $1,100,000  $3,300,000  $2,735,537  

Gtr 
Internal team to install and 
maintain Neustar Fraud and 
Authentication solution 

$108,308  $352,000  $352,000  $352,000  $1,164,308  $983,680  

 Total costs (risk-adjusted) $108,308  $1,452,000  $1,452,000  $1,452,000  $4,464,308  $3,719,217  

 

Neustar Fraud And Authentication Solution Cost: Calculation Table 

Ref. Metric Calculation Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

Ft Neustar Fraud and Authentication solutions cost    $1,000,000  $1,000,000  $1,000,000  

  Risk adjustment ↑10%         

Ftr 
Neustar Fraud and Authentication solutions cost 
(risk-adjusted) 

  $0  $1,100,000  $1,100,000  $1,100,000  
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Internal team to install 
and maintain Neustar 

fraud and authentication 
solution: 26% of total 

costs 

three-year 
cost PV

$983,680

Internal Team To Install And Maintain Neustar 

Fraud And Authentication Solution 

The composite organization’s internal security and fraud management 

team worked in collaboration with the call center technology team to 

install and maintain the Neustar Fraud and Authentication Solution.  

For the composite organization, Forrester assumes that:  

› Installation takes eight weeks.  

› Four FTEs are dedicated to the installation effort. 

› After the system is installed, two FTEs are dedicated to system 

maintenance. 

› The average annually full loaded salary is $160,000.  

The cost of the internal team to install and maintain the Neustar fraud 

and authentication solution will vary based on:  

› The complexity of the telecommunications network and inbound calling 

system. 

› The experience of the fraud management and call center technology 

team. 

To account for these risks, Forrester adjusted this cost upward by 10%, 

yielding a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of $983,680.  

 

Internal Team To Install And Maintain Neustar Fraud And Authentication Solution: Calculation Table 

Ref. Metric Calculation Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

G1 
Time to install and maintain Neustar Fraud and 
Authentication solution (weeks) 

  8 52 52 52 

G2 Internal team (FTEs)   4 2 2 2 

G3 Annual salary, fully loaded   $160,000  $160,000  $160,000  $160,000  

Gt 
Internal team to install and maintain Neustar 
Fraud and Authentication solution 

(G1/52 
weeks)*G2*G3 

$98,462  $320,000  $320,000  $320,000  

  Risk adjustment ↑10%         

Gtr 
Internal team to install and maintain Neustar 
Fraud and Authentication solution (risk-
adjusted) 

  $108,308  $352,000  $352,000  $352,000  
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The financial results calculated in the 
Benefits and Costs sections can be 
used to determine the ROI, NPV, and 
payback period for the composite 
organization's investment. Forrester 
assumes a yearly discount rate of 10% 
for this analysis.  

Financial Summary  

CONSOLIDATED THREE-YEAR RISK-ADJUSTED METRICS 

Cash Flow Chart (Risk-Adjusted) 
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These risk-adjusted ROI, 

NPV, and payback period 

values are determined by 

applying risk-adjustment 

factors to the unadjusted 

results in each Benefit and 

Cost section. 

  Cash Flow Analysis (risk-adjusted estimates)       

        Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total 
Present 
Value 

  

  Total costs     ($108,308) ($1,452,000) ($1,452,000) ($1,452,000) ($4,464,308) ($3,719,217)   

  Total benefits     $0  $3,076,620  $3,642,930  $4,209,240  $10,928,790  $8,970,076    

  Net benefits     ($108,308) $1,624,620  $2,190,930  $2,757,240  $6,464,482  $5,250,859    

  ROI               141%   

  
Payback period 
(months) 

            <3   
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Neustar Fraud and Authentication Solution: 

Overview 

The following information is provided by Neustar. Forrester has not validated any claims and does not endorse 

Neustar or its offerings. 

 

Neustar is the industry leader in responsible identity resolution. Powering over 90% of caller ID in the US, the 

Neustar OneID system combines unique online, offline, and “unstealable” device-based data to seamlessly 

separate legitimate transactions and customers from fraudsters. All of the top 10 US banks and top 10 credit 

card issuers and hundreds of top brands trust Neustar to instantly identify and authenticate the person behind 

the interaction, allowing for greater efficiency and improving the customer experience. 

 

Neustar Inbound Authentication 

 

The faster call centers can authenticate the person on the other end of the line, the better they can deliver the 

high-value experience consumers expect, without compromising on security or operational efficiency. 

 

Only Neustar Inbound Authentication instantly identifies unknown callers and confirms their identities while 

authenticating 90% of callers pre-answer, routing them into a Trusted Caller Flow™ for quick problem solving. 

Using patented TRUSTID® forensic technology, Neustar Inbound authentication eliminates the need for time-

consuming and ineffective knowledge-based authentication (KBA) questions, improving customer satisfaction, 

increasing operational efficiency, and focusing fraud-fighting efforts. 

 

Neustar Digital Identity Risk 

 

When it comes to interacting with brands, consumers increasingly prefer digital channels to get the job done, 

giving them the instant gratification they have become accustomed to in an increasingly connected world. 

Rigorous digital authentication standards often mean undue consumer friction, but the last thing brands want is 

to expose themselves or their customers to account takeover fraud. 

 

Neustar Digital Identity Risk quickly and reliably authenticates the consumers behind the devices to reduce false 

positives and separate legitimate consumers from fraudsters. Using a host of digital elements including IP, 

browsing, phone activity, and connections to digital footprints to person or household, Neustar corroborates the 

digital information against authoritative, offline consumer data and provides decisioning engines with a lift to 

models through differentiated data that indicates the trustworthiness of the digital identity. 

 

By sorting users intelligently and reliably into a high risk vs. low risk bucket, brands can quickly identify and let 

through the legitimate low-risk consumers and transactions, while putting additional verification steps in place for 

high-risk, potentially fraudulent transactions. 

 

To learn more about Neustar authentication solutions, visit Neustar online or email risk@team.neustar. 
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Appendix A: Total Economic Impact 

Total Economic Impact is a methodology developed by Forrester 

Research that enhances a company’s technology decision-making 

processes and assists vendors in communicating the value proposition 

of their products and services to clients. The TEI methodology helps 

companies demonstrate, justify, and realize the tangible value of IT 

initiatives to both senior management and other key business 

stakeholders.  

 

Total Economic Impact Approach 
 

Benefits represent the value delivered to the business by the 

product. The TEI methodology places equal weight on the 

measure of benefits and the measure of costs, allowing for a 

full examination of the effect of the technology on the entire 

organization.  

 

 

Costs consider all expenses necessary to deliver the 

proposed value, or benefits, of the product. The cost category 

within TEI captures incremental costs over the existing 

environment for ongoing costs associated with the solution.  

 

 

Flexibility represents the strategic value that can be 

obtained for some future additional investment building on 

top of the initial investment already made. Having the ability 

to capture that benefit has a PV that can be estimated.  

 

 

Risks measure the uncertainty of benefit and cost estimates 

given: 1) the likelihood that estimates will meet original 

projections and 2) the likelihood that estimates will be 

tracked over time. TEI risk factors are based on “triangular 

distribution.”  

 
 

The initial investment column contains costs incurred at “time 0” or at the 

beginning of Year 1 that are not discounted. All other cash flows are discounted 

using the discount rate at the end of the year. PV calculations are calculated for 

each total cost and benefit estimate. NPV calculations in the summary tables are 

the sum of the initial investment and the discounted cash flows in each year. 

Sums and present value calculations of the Total Benefits, Total Costs, and 

Cash Flow tables may not exactly add up, as some rounding may occur.  

 
 
 

 
 
Present value (PV) 
 

The present or current 
value of (discounted) cost and 
benefit estimates given at an 
interest rate (the discount rate). 
The PV of costs and benefits feed 
into the total NPV of cash flows.  

 
 
Net present 
value (NPV) 

 
The present or current value of 
(discounted) future net cash flows 
given an interest rate (the discount 
rate). A positive project NPV 
normally indicates that the 
investment should be made, unless 
other projects have higher NPVs.  
 

 
Return on  
investment (ROI) 

 
A project’s expected return in 
percentage terms. ROI is 
calculated by dividing net benefits 
(benefits less costs) by costs.  
 

 
Discount  
rate 

 
The interest rate used in cash flow 
analysis to take into account the 
time value of money. Organizations 
typically use discount rates 
between 8% and 16%.  
 

 
Payback 
period 

 
The breakeven point for an 
investment. This is the point in time 
at which net benefits (benefits 
minus costs) equal initial 
investment or cost. 
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Appendix B: Endnotes  

 

 

 
 
1 In 2017, a security breach at Equifax exposed the personal data of more than 140 million US consumers 
including their names, social security numbers, birth dates, addresses, and (in some cases) driver’s licenses. 
Source: Equifax press release, September 15, 2017.  


